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Foreword from
the Chairman
and CEO
Mount Gibson Iron is pleased to present the
Company’s Sustainability Report for the 2020/21
financial year.
This report helps to demonstrate our ongoing commitment
to operating ethically, responsibly and sustainably in
the pursuit of our business objectives. We do this by
upholding our core values of safety, integrity, respect, agility
and courage.
Applying these values in everything that we do, and
focusing on doing the essential things well, forms the
essence of what we call ‘The MGX Way’. The MGX Way
provides us with a behavioural guide on how to sustainably
deliver shareholder value. It includes always putting the
health and safety of our people first, working together
with communities in which we operate, and undertaking
our activities in an environmentally responsible and
sustainable manner.
This is Mount Gibson’s ninth report on its approach
to sustainability, which includes a summary of the
Company’s structure, operations and performance, and our
approach to managing the impacts of our activities. More
information about the Company’s operational and financial
performance can be found on the Mount Gibson website
and the 2021 Annual Report.
Maintaining positive bilateral relationships with all our
stakeholders – employees, local communities, Traditional
Owners, landowners, community and interest groups,
regulators, contractors, suppliers, and shareholders –
is pivotal to ensuring we have the appropriate community
support, regulatory consents and technical expertise to
succeed in our areas of operation. As a result, Mount Gibson
has enjoyed strong stakeholder support for many years.

These positive relationships have been particularly
important in helping the Company to navigate significant
operational and external challenges that have emerged
in recent times to deliver a deliver a steady performance
in the 2020/21 financial year, during which we have also
been investing heavily in our existing business to create a
platform for future success.

our journey. The Company is actively working to achieve
substantial and continuing improvement in the coming
year. All injuries are considered to be unacceptable and
preventable. Overall safety performance, at all workplaces,
is subject to ongoing and active assessment by executive
and site management to deliver the continuous
improvement we require.

From an operating perspective, these challenges included
progressing the major cut-back and waste stripping
program at Koolan Island whilst safely and efficiently
managing complex geotechnical conditions in the Main
Pit. At the same time, we have continued to manage the
ongoing impacts of the COVID-19 global pandemic on
our people, notably with regard to labour mobility, skills
availability and the general wellbeing of our workforce.
We have also faced extreme volatility in iron ore market
conditions, especially in recent months.

Similarly, we continue to reduce our energy usage and
greenhouse emissions on a unit basis, as part of our
ongoing quest for improved efficiency and to minimise the
impact of our activities as much as possible.

We commend our employees for their ongoing
commitment and resilience during this demanding time.
The Company achieved a number of important operational
milestones in the year, including substantial progress
toward completion of the bulk stripping program at Koolan
Island, and in the Mid-West, the successful completion
of the Extension Hill low-grade sales program and the
development of the Shine iron ore operation. It was
disappointing that the rapid deterioration of market
conditions subsequently required the suspension of
operations at Shine in late 2021.
We also continued to make a substantial direct contribution
to our host communities, through dedicated financial
support for community organisations and initiatives,
our ongoing focus on increasing local employment and
engagement of local services and suppliers.
Mount Gibson is committed to maintaining a safe work
environment and safety-oriented culture in which all
personnel consider both their own wellbeing and that of
their colleagues. Achieving continuous improvement in
every facet of safety performance remains a primary focus
of the Company.

We enter the new financial year confident of continuing
to responsibly deliver value for our shareholders whilst
making a positive contribution to the communities in
which we operate.
We also thank our employees and contractors and
acknowledge their efforts and commitment in the ongoing
pursuit of our sustainability objectives.
Lee Seng Hui
Chairman

Peter Kerr
Chief Executive Officer

We enter the new
financial year confident
of continuing to
responsibly deliver value
for our shareholders

Positively, our safety performance improved in 2020/21,
and that trend has further improved into the new
financial year. However, we still have a long way to go on
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About Mount
Gibson Iron
Mount Gibson Iron Limited (Mount Gibson or the Company) is an established
Australian producer and exporter of direct-shipping grade hematite iron ore.
Headquartered in Perth, Western Australia, the Company’s primary assets
are the Koolan Island mine off the Kimberley coast in the remote north-west
of the state, and the Shine Iron Ore Project near Yalgoo, east of Geraldton in
the mid-west region.
The Company seeks to provide sustainable, long-term returns to
shareholders by optimising its existing operations and growing long-term
profitability through the discovery, development, participation in and
acquisition of mineral resources.

The MGX Way provides us with a behavioural guide on how to
sustainably deliver shareholder value. It includes always putting
the health and safety of our people first, working together with
communities in which we operate, and undertaking our activities
in an environmentally responsible and sustainable manner.
This approach, and the Company’s relationships with
shareholders, employees, contractors, suppliers, Traditional
Owner groups, regulators, landowners, local communities and
interest groups ensure we have the appropriate expertise,
support and permits to succeed in our areas of operation.

Safety

Agility

• Genuine care for self and others
• Constant concern and hazard identification
• Actively intervene to improve

• Make timely decisions
• Be dynamic and embrace change
• Grab the opportunity

Integrity

Courage

• Do what you say you will do
• Do the right thing, even when no one is looking
• Walk the talk

•
•
•
•

Respect
• Be approachable and open to other points of view
• Treat others as you would expect to be treated
• Encourage and develop people
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Taking and giving feedback
Be prepared to admit being wrong
Challenge the norm constructively
Make the hard calls

2020/21
Sustainability Highlights
Rate of
energy use
decreased
by 28.2%*

Rate of
water use
decreased
by 28.5%*

Rate of
greenhouse gas
emissions decreased
by 28.6%*
$59.8m paid in
salaries, wages
and other
employee benefits
to 356 employees
12.4%
Aboriginal
employees
16.6% female
employees

$405m direct contribution
into Australian economy
in supplier payments,
taxes, royalties, wages and
community contributions

Lost Time Injury
Frequency Rate of
4.4 incidents per million
hours worked and a
Total Recordable Injury
Frequency Rate of 13.8

$311m in payments to
Australian contractors
and suppliers
86.2%
WA-based
companies
13.8% other
Australianbased
companies

86.2%

Total sales revenue of
$311.7m (Free on Board)
from ore sales of
3.0m tonnes

0

Zero fatalities
682 hectares
of land under
rehabilitation

Zero material
environmental
incidents

951 crew change flights,
13.8%

including 145 by large
commercial jets, to and
from Koolan Island’s new
Laawun Airport

* Per 100 tonnes of ore and unmineralised material (waste) mined, including processing of stockpiled ore.
All currency is in Australian dollars unless noted otherwise.
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Operations
Koolan Island mine – 140 kilometres north of Derby
off the Kimberley coast.

Tallering Peak former mine – 125km north east of
Geraldton Port

Status: In production

Status: Mining finished 2014, mine site
rehabilitation complete

• High grade direct-ship hematite iron ore mine
in Australia
• 1.8m tonnes shipped
• 6 Lost Time Injuries (LTI)
• 262 site-based employees plus contractors
Shine mine
Status: Operations suspended pending improved
market conditions
• First shipment achieved in August 2021
• Mining suspended October 2021 amid
deteriorating market conditions
• 43 site-based employees plus contractors at end
of reporting period
• No Lost Time Injuries

Koolan Island
Derby

• Preliminary exploration of tenements for base
metals commenced
• No Lost Time Injuries
• No site-based employees at end of
reporting period
Perth corporate office
and shared services
• 40 office-based employees
• No Lost Time Injuries

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Extension Hill and Iron Hill mines
Status: Closure and site rehabilitation
nearing completion
• 1.2m tonnes transported to Geraldton Port
• 1 Lost Time Injury (LTI)
• No site-based employees at end of
reporting period

Tallering Peak
Geraldton Port

Shine
Extension Hill
Iron Hill

Geraldton Port – 400km north of Perth
Status: Mount Gibson and third party
exports continuing
• 1.2m tonnes of low-grade ore shipped in FY2021
• 12 years LTI-free as at September 2021
• 11 site-based employees plus contractors
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Perth

Safety
Mount Gibson is committed to maintaining a
safe work environment and safety-oriented
culture in which all personnel consider both
their own wellbeing and that of their colleagues.
Achieving continuous improvement in safety
performance remains a primary focus of
the Company.
Performance during the 2020/21 year improved
moderately compared with the preceding year with further
improvements targeted in safety leadership, culture and
performance in the current year.
The rolling 12-month Total Recordable Injury Frequency
Rate (TRIFR) declined moderately to 13.8 incidents per
one million manhours worked as at 30 June 2021 from
14.9 at the end of the prior year. Similarly, the Lost Time
Injury Frequency Rate (LTIFR) declined to 4.4 incidents per
one million manhours worked from 4.7 at the end of the
prior year.

Safety performance 2020/21 – all sites
14.9

5.6

5.3

13.8

4.7

4.4

3.7
1.8
0
FY2017

FY2018

0.9
FY2019

FY2020

FY2021

Total Recordable Injury Frequency Rate* (TRIFR)
Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate* (LTIFR)
*per one million hours worked

Reportable injuries by location are detailed in the table
below. Across the business, seven Lost Time Injuries (LTI),
eight Medically Treated Injuries (MTI) and seven Restricted
Work Injuries (RWI) occurred.
Reportable
injuries by
location for
2020/21

LTI 12
months
rolling at
30/6/21

MTI 12
months
rolling at
30/6/21

RWI 12
months
rolling at
30/6/21

Koolan Island

6

6

6

Extension Hill

1

1

-

GBH

-

1

-

West Perth

-

-

-

Perenjori

-

-

-

Shine

-

-

1

Total

7

8
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Seven Lost Time Injuries (LTIs) were recorded during the
year compared with eight in the previous year. Six LTIs
were recorded at Koolan Island and one at the Extension
Hill site. The Company’s port operations at Geraldton Port
were again LTI-free and have remained so for 12 years
as at September 2021. No LTIs were recorded at Shine
throughout the construction and mining phases.
Overall safety performance is subject to ongoing
assessment by executive and site management. This has
resulted in the implementation of a substantial program of
improvement initiatives, including a comprehensive safety
audit, safety culture survey, and increased focus on hazard
observations and task-specific safety protocols.
The Company will be actively working to achieve
continuing improvements in the coming year.

Our goal is to develop a culture where safety is
the core part of everyone’s job where we share
the responsibility, strive to improve ourselves
and learn from our collective mistakes.
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Safe choices, safe people –
renewed safety focus at Koolan
The Koolan Island Operations are multi-faceted
with an expansive program of work underway in
construction, mining, monitoring and rehabilitation.
Maintaining a strong focus on a safe workplace for
everyone has remained throughout 2020/21.
A Safety Culture Survey was conducted across
the Koolan Island site resulting in implementation
of a comprehensive program of workplace safety
improvements guided by a revised safety culture
charter and vision. The program includes enhanced
safety training; increased safety leadership
development for all senior and frontline leaders;
establishment of a formal Health and Safety
Committee; improved sharing of safety information
and lessons; and regular acknowledgement and
celebration of safe work practices.
A site-wide Safety Pause was held in September
2020 at Koolan Island to ensure a very targeted focus
on ensuring a safe workplace. All teams identified
actions and step for continuing improvement in
safety performance.
Mount Gibson’s commitment to a safe workplace
remains firm, with continued support from across
the Board and Management to improve overall
safety performance.
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Environment
Comprehensive environmental management and monitoring across all operations is a significant focus for Mount Gibson. We continue to uphold our
commitment to regulatory compliance, continuous improvement and innovation, always performing in an environmentally responsible manner and
ensuring a high standard of environmental management at all operating locations.
Environmental reporting is a core component of
environmental management with many regulatory
organisations requiring quarterly or annual reports.
These include the federal Department of Agriculture,
Water and the Environment, the Environmental Protection
Authority of Western Australia (EPA), the Department
of Water & Environmental Regulation (DWER) and
the Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and
Safety (DMIRS).
During 2020/21, no notices of non-compliance, letters of
warning nor any other materially adverse findings were
tabled by any regulatory authority in relation to the
Group’s operations.

Koolan Island Operations
Located approximately 140km north of Derby in the
Kimberley region of Western Australia, the Company’s
Koolan Island Operations include an open pit mine,
crushing and screening plants, loading and port facilities,
an accommodation village and newly constructed airstrip.

Continuous water quality monitoring is conducted using
remote submersible data loggers. Through this monitoring
program, Mount Gibson identified the need to refurbish
the ocean diffuser array, which manages the licenced

discharge of water into the marine environment. Installed
in April 2021, the refurbished diffuser has improved the
mixing and dispersal of discharge waters.

Opening celebration for Laawun Airport
The Koolan Island Airstrip, fuel facility and terminal were completed early in the period with the first passenger
flight landing in October 2020. Laawun, meaning Sea Eagle, is the name for the new Koolan Island airport.
This name was chosen by the Dambeemangarddee people and officially announced during the opening
celebrations of the airport, which was celebrated with a smoking ceremony conducted by local elders.
Just over 950 take-offs and landings – including 145 by commercial jet aircraft - were completed at the airport
during the reporting period, significantly reducing travel times for Perth based personnel, and contributing to
improved travel-related safety, comfort and fatigue levels for all site personnel. Approximately two thirds of all
passengers travelled by jet.

Activities during the year focussed on progression of the
bulk waste stripping program and cutback of the Main Pit
as well as remedial upper footwall support works and an
upgrade to the crushing circuit, all of which are intended
to facilitate increased ore production, sales and cashflow
from the end of 2021 onwards.
A comprehensive environmental monitoring program
is implemented across the Koolan Island Operations,
including regular surveys of marine and land areas.
In particular, monitoring regimes focus on water quality and
licenced water discharge; marine fauna, coral and pests;
and flora and fauna including Northern Quoll populations.
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Koolan Island coral recruitment trial

Surveys to monitor marine health

Mount Gibson initiated a coral growth trial in February
2020 using alternate substrates for the recruitment
of coral across two marine sites. Independent marine
consultants assessed the coral recruitment frames in
October 2020 and identified the dominant marine recruits
as turf algae, barnacles, sea squirts, tube worms and snails.
No corals are yet evident; however this is anticipated given
the short period since placement. A second inspection will
be conducted in the coming year to determine evidence of
recruitment following coral spawning events during 2021.

The biannual marine surveys were conducted in November
2020 and June 2021 at the Koolan Island Operations with
satisfactory results. During the June survey, introduced
marine pest collectors were deployed adjacent to the
Koolan Island wharf, to check that species of marine
organisms not native to Australian waters have not been
carried in on the hull of ore carriers. The collectors sit on
the seabed for a number of months before being retrieved
and sent to Tasmania for analysis. A marine sediment
survey was also completed to check for higher than normal
levels of metals in the seabed sediment. Laboratory testing
of elements and hydrocarbons showed that all levels
recorded were typical of natural marine sediments and
there were no signs of chemical contamination. Both the
sediment survey and pest collector deployment have been
conducted on a three yearly basis since 2008.

The study conducted by Dr Jai Thomas, PhD, identified
the ideal microclimatic conditions for artificial den sites,
by measuring those characteristics in natural dens used by
females on Koolan Island during the young-in-den period.
This investigation showed that an inexpensive and
logistically-simple approach can be taken to create
artificial habitat for use by breeding Northern Quoll.
Artificial dens can be created by strategically placing
redundant mine infrastructure material during the
construction and shaping of the final design for
rehabilitated waste dumps and back-filled mine pits.

Northern Quoll population stable across Koolan Island
Koolan Island is home to the Northern Quoll, a small
nocturnal marsupial. The 2021 Northern Quoll monitoring
program recorded its second highest capture rate in the
15 years of monitoring at Koolan Island.
In order to compare the abundance and health of the
Northern Quoll population at the operationally-disturbed
eastern end of Koolan Island, and the undisturbed
western end, traps are set in both areas. The monitoring
program found that there was no significant difference in
numbers caught or their health, between the areas.
However, the sex ratio recorded in 2021 was close to
parity but with a stronger female presence, which is
unusual given the typically consistent male sex bias in the
population since commencement of the monitoring.
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Mount Gibson congratulates Dr Jai Thomas on
the February 2021 award of his PhD following
completion of his research into the Northern Quoll
population on Koolan Island.

Artificial dens investigated

The research was undertaken between
2014-2019 in a collaboration between
Mount Gibson, Murdoch University and the
WA Department of Biodiversity, Conservation
and Attractions.

Mount Gibson has supported a study to determine if
redundant mining equipment such as pipes or tyres could
be incorporated into the final design of the waste dump to
create artificial dens for Northern Quoll.

Overall, the research findings indicate that
Northern Quolls on Koolan Island currently exist in
a stable population and take advantage of certain
resources available in modified areas.

The 2021 monitoring program continues to show no
evidence of mining activities having an adverse effect on
the Koolan Island Northern Quoll population.

The waters off Koolan Island
abound with marine life.

PhD awarded for Northern Quoll research

Mid West Operations
Extension Hill and Iron Hill
In late 2020, the stockpiled low grade ore program at
Extension Hill came to a close, and subsequent loading,
crushing and shipping of gravels from Extension Hill was
undertaken to conclude the site’s operations. During this
time, dust suppression measures were improved at the
Extension Hill crushing plant including enhanced water
sprays and customised dust covers and skirts on various
equipment. Following test crushing and positive results,
crushing was completed and the final shipment of
Extension Hill material was shipped in December 2020
from the Geraldton Port.
All operations at Extension Hill and Iron Hill ceased in
January 2021 and the site moved to care and maintenance,
with the accommodation camp closing in March 2021.
The crushing plant and village remain on site, pending
consideration of options for relocation or sale.
The revised and final Mine Closure Plan for Extension
Hill is now with regulators for approval, and the site’s
rehabilitation and revegetation programs are substantially
completed. Only a small number of areas remain
unrehabilitated, some of which are transport corridors
that the tenement holders have requested be retained for
their use.
In the first quarter of 2021, seeding of prepared areas
continued with local provenance seed previously collected
and stored. Records were kept of individual seed species
and the topographical areas to which they were endemic
such as sand plains or ridge lines. This information was
used in the seeding process to maximise the potential
for successful germination. Final seeding of additional
rehabilitated areas finished in May 2021, in time for
winter rains.
At the Extension Hill and Iron Hill mines, the high
biodiversity values of the Mt Gibson Range, considered
a Priority Ecological Floristic Community, means the
revegetation program is extensive and guides the closure
criteria for the site. Post-closure environmental monitoring
will continue until all completion criteria within the
approved closure plans have been met.

One of the final 1,000 Darwinia translocated as
part of the Iron Hill revegetation program

Malleefowl monitoring
The September 2020 Malleefowl survey found 18
active nests, despite a reported state-wide decline,
which appears to be linked to drier climate conditions
and the reduced abundance of flowering vegetation.
An increase in both summer and winter rainfall
in 2021 has resulted in an anecdotal increase in
flowering and seed setting in the Mid-West region
and may lead to an increase in Malleefowl activity
being reported in future surveys later in 2021.

Mid West revegetation works
Another 1,000 propagated plants of the
declared rare flora Darwinia masonii,
were translocated from the nursery south
of Perth to two areas on the rehabilitated
Iron Hill waste dump. As with previously
translocated Darwinia, these plants were
propagated from cuttings taken from
wild stock growing in the area prior to the
mining of Iron Hill.
In August 2020, the planting of 10,000
salt tolerant tree seedlings was completed
at the Perenjori rail siding, in accordance
with approval requirements.
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Shine
The Shine project is located in the Mid-West region
of Western Australia, approximately 85km north of the
now-closed Extension Hill mine.
Following detailed environmental studies and completion
of an impact assessment, Mount Gibson received approval
for the Shine Iron Ore Project from the Environmental
Protection Authority and Minister for the Environment in
May 2020. The Mining Proposal was approved by DMIRS in
February 2021, with a subsequent Works Approval issued
by DWER. The site’s groundwater licence was amended
and approved by DWER following the Company’s review of
the Groundwater Operating Strategy.
Construction of the Shine project was completed in the
first half of 2021 with road haulage of ore from the site to
Geraldton Port commencing in June ahead of the first ore
shipment completed from Mount Gibson’s port facility in
August 2021. Extensive consultation was undertaken and
agreements established with the City of Greater Geraldton,
Shire of Yalgoo and the regional office of Main Roads
Western Australia as part of the consideration for road
transport routes.
Subsequent to the reporting period, the Shine operations
were ramped down and mining was suspended in
October 2021. The decision reflected a rapid deterioration
in iron ore prices, particularly for lower and medium grade
ores, and significantly increased shipping freight charges.
The site will transition to care and maintenance pending
an improvement in iron ore market conditions.

Tallering Peak
No significant activity was undertaken in the reporting
period. Higher than normal rainfall over the year has
assisted the vegetation growth on rehabilitated areas.

Shine Iron Ore Project
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Water use

Land disturbance and rehabilitation

During 2020/21, Mount Gibson’s operations used a total of
490,118kL of water, representing a decrease of 7.6% from
the previous year. The rate of water use per 100 tonnes of
ore and overburden mined was 2.17kL, down from 3.03kL in
the previous year, reflecting a 28.5% decrease.

The total reported land disturbance for all Mount Gibson
operations for the 2020/21 year was 1,409 hectares,
an increase from 1,369 hectares in the previous year.
The increase in total land disturbance is due to further
land clearing at Koolan Island principally in relation to the
construction of the new airport.

The decrease in groundwater use from the previous year
is due to the Extension Hill operation tapering to a close
in January 2021 and a well-managed and staged use of
water at the Shine project for dust suppression during
ground clearing between January and July 2021.
Dewatering of the Koolan Island main pit enables the
operation to recycle groundwater along with surface water
collected on site, for use in dust suppression on roads
and mining infrastructure. In 2020/21, 180,000kL of water
was re-used.
Mount Gibson utilises only dry ore processing methods,
notably crushing and screening, and consequently
our operations have no tailings storage facilities
or dams. No chemicals or reagents are used in our
processing activities.
2,830
383
7.82

3,877
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6.62

10,320

3,540

192,000
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130,135
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189,647

376,245

182,583

355,322

309,735
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2018/19
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Scheme water

Water reuse

Kl per 100t ore and overburden mined

Groundwater

The total area of land under rehabilitation is 682 hectares,
up from 530 hectares in 2019/20 due to the post–closure
rehabilitation conducted at Extension Hill and Iron Hill.

Waste management
At each operational site, a range of waste minimisation
and recycling initiatives are undertaken including the sale
of scrap metal, the removal from site of hydrocarbons and
recyclable cooking oils, and the collection and recycling of
aluminium, glass and cardboard. The remoteness of Koolan
Island places some practical limitations on recycling and
removal of some items.
During the year, 820 tonnes of putrescible waste and
500 tonnes of clean, inert material was placed in landfill,
in accordance with licence conditions. Recycling and
offsite waste removal continued across all sites for vehicle
batteries, oil filters, waste oil and Caltex pods.
The Mid West operations’ recycling program included
glass, aluminium and cardboard, and this will continue
through the complete closure program. At the Shine
project site, our catering contractor, Sodexo, established
a Containers for Change program in the accommodation
village with Mount Gibson nominating the Geraldton Shine
Girls’ Program as the recipient for funds raised.

Wherever land
disturbance is required,
Mount Gibson adheres
to a strict regime of
topsoil storage and
management for future
rehabilitation activity.
Sustainability Report 2021 – Mount Gibson Iron Limited
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Energy and
emissions

A key reporting obligation is the National Greenhouse and
Energy Reporting Scheme (NGERS) which provides data
on greenhouse gas emissions and energy production.
Diesel combustion is Mount Gibson’s single largest source
of greenhouse gas emissions from its mining operations.
Mount Gibson’s latest NGERS report reflects the significant
increase in mining activity during the temporary bulk
waste stripping phase of operations at Koolan Island,
and the transition of activity in the Mid-West from
Extension Hill, where low grade sales are now completed
and the site moved to final closure, to development of the
Shine operation.

Energy use

The rate of energy use during the same period decreased
28.2% to 4.43 GJ per 100 tonnes of ore and waste mined*
from 6.17 GJ per 100 tonnes of ore and waste mined* in the
previous year.
This decreased energy consumption rate was the result of
improved unit efficiency as material movement increased
at Koolan Island and lower total energy consumption
following the completion of operations at Extension Hill.
* Per 100 tonnes of ore and unmineralised material (waste) mined, including
processing of stockpiled ore
1.25
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and waste mined
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Energy management framework guides
efficiency measures

Across all Mount Gibson operations during the 2020/21
period, 1.02 million gigajoules of energy were consumed
representing a 5.7% decrease from the previous year, in
which 1.08 million gigajoules of energy were consumed.

GJ (millions)

Mount Gibson uses and generates energy
primarily through the consumption of diesel fuel
for power production or use by heavy mining
equipment. The  Company actively seeks to
minimise energy consumption in order to
maximise efficiency and minimise greenhouse
gas emissions.

Energy use per 100 tonnes
ore and overburden mined
decreased by 28.2%*

4.43

10.49
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6.17

2018/19

2019/20
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10
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In line with the growing international focus
on climate change and Mount Gibson’s focus
on reducing carbon emissions and increasing
energy efficiency, the Company has commenced
implementation of an energy management
framework. Integrated into the business structure
and risk assessment program, the framework
supports a self-imposed and ongoing initiative
to reduce emissions, improve energy efficiency,
review and evaluate green energy options,
and reduce costs.
A clear policy and integrated approach to
energy management will give Mount Gibson the
framework and capability to identify, monitor and
manage future energy and emissions business
risks, as legislation and regulatory environment
responds to climate change imperatives.
As the framework is developed and embedded,
the operational initiatives and changes
will be included in Mount Gibson’s annual
Sustainability Report.

Response to climate change

GHG emissions per 100 tonnes
ore and overburden mined
decreased by 28.6%*

Greenhouse gas emissions
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions are mainly carbon
dioxide and methane released into the atmosphere. Most
of the carbon dioxide produced is from the combustion of
fossil fuels. Diesel fuel combustion is the largest source of
GHG emissions from Mount Gibson’s mining activities.
The total of Scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions from all Mount
Gibson facilities for the reporting period was 70,351 tonnes
CO2-e, which represents a decrease of 6.2% from the
previous year, reflective of the reduction in mining and
earthmoving activities across both operating sites, and in
line with energy consumed.
The rate of GHG emissions for the same period decreased
by 28.6% to 0.31 tonnes CO2-e per 100 tonnes of ore and
waste mined* from 0.44 tonnes CO2-e per 100 tonnes of
ore and waste mined* in the previous year, reflecting the
final processing of already stockpiled ore at Extension Hill
in the first half of the year and improved unit efficiency as
total material movement rates increased at Koolan Island.
Note: Mount Gibson GHG emissions reporting is completed in accordance
with the National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Act 2007 and
associated National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting (Measurement)
Determination 2008, last updated July 2012.
* Per 100 tonnes of ore and unmineralised material (waste) mined, including
processing of stockpiled ore
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Mount Gibson has undertaken a review of the need for
adaptation and the physical risks arising from climate
change impacting its business, focussing on those
connected to regulatory changes, product demand,
reputational damage, directors’ duties, increased operating
costs, the impact of severe weather events and rising
sea levels. The detailed risk assessment outcome is
provided in the table below.
It is accepted by Mount Gibson that there is a risk that
its existing operations, which are estimated to continue

Mount Gibson is evaluating options for reducing its
GHG emissions where feasible, for example through
renewable or hybrid power sources and the potential use
of electric-powered vehicles. We will continue to assess
initiatives to reduce emissions within our operating and
business constraints while recognising our obligation to
support and contribute to the overall objective of achieving
lower carbon emissions.
In preparing its report on climate change, Mount Gibson
has considered and supports the recommendations of
the Task Force on Climate–related Financial Disclosures
(TCFD). The recommendations assist stakeholders in
assessing the Company’s performance in this area.

The four key elements of the TCFD recommendations include:

4.0

41,954
40,000

Mount Gibson also acknowledges that climate change
is a complex issue and successful mitigation will require
collaboration between government, business and
community to ensure that an appropriate framework is
developed to deliver the outcomes of the Paris Agreement
in a balanced way.

Mount Gibson’s primary mining operation at Koolan Island
is located in a cyclone-impacted region which experiences
storm events during the Northern Australian summer wet
season. Infrastructure has already been engineered to
cyclonic weather standards and we continue to maintain
and upgrade our operational procedures and facilities
to withstand potentially more frequent and severe storm
activity as global temperatures rise. The impact of climate
change is also an important factor for consideration when
assessing future acquisition opportunities.

70,351

2020/21

0.0

tCO2-e

tCO2-e

60,000

74,983

GHG emissions

Mount Gibson acknowledges the climate is changing
and is committed to contributing towards global efforts
to combat climate change. Mount Gibson accepts the
scientific consensus expressed by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change that continued emissions of
greenhouse gases (GHG) resulting in warming above
2° Celsius relative to the pre-industrial period could lead
to catastrophic economic and social consequences.
Accordingly, the Company supports the intent of the
Paris Agreement and the recent Glasgow Climate Pact
to limit global warming to less than 1.5° Celsius above
pre-industrial levels.

for approximately another five years, and its future
acquisitions, may be impacted by changing regulatory
policy restricting greenhouse gas emissions or imposing a
carbon tax as the world transitions towards a lower carbon
footprint. Mount Gibson is unable to quantify the impact of
such restrictions or taxes at this time.

Governance

Strategy

Risk management

Metrics and targets

Governance around
climate change related
risks and opportunities,
in particular Board and
management oversight.

Disclosure of climaterelated risks over
the short, medium
and longer term,
and the impact and
opportunities on
business strategy and
financial planning.

Disclosure as to how
the organisation
identifies, assesses
and manages climate
related risks and how
this is integrated within
the business’ overall risk
management system.

Disclosure of the
metrics and targets
used to assess and
manage relevant
climate-related risks
and opportunities where
such information is
available.
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Governance
Mount Gibson’s Board and Operational Risk and
Sustainability Committee have responsibility, together
with management, to review and formulate the Company’s
approach towards climate change and management of
climate change risks.

Strategy
Mount Gibson supports the Paris Agreement seeking
to limit global warming to less than 1.5° Celsius above
pre-industrial levels. Greenhouse gas emissions arising
directly from the production of iron ore relate primarily
to the consumption of diesel fuel for engines in mobile
mining equipment and the generation of electrical power
for use in fixed plant and site infrastructure. Indirect
emissions occur from the consumption of bunker fuel
by shipping vessels and the ultimate consumption of
metallurgical coal in blast furnaces to make iron.
Given its size, Mount Gibson has negligible ability to control
emissions from blast furnaces but it does have some ability
to reduce the consumption of fuel and hence fuel-related
emissions at its operating sites:
• Mount Gibson is currently undertaking a substantial
open pit mining cut-back at its Koolan Island operation
to be able to access and export a high grade of iron ore
(approximately 65% Fe with low impurities) that has
fewer GHG emissions in the process of steel making.
• The consumption of diesel fuel at the Koolan Island site
will reduce over the remaining mine life in line with the
scheduled reduction in the waste to ore strip ratio.
• The consumption of fuel in shipping vessels is not
controlled by Mount Gibson, however in its offtake
agreements with key customers, Mount Gibson has
transitioned to the use of more modern and larger
Kamsarmax vessels which enable improved fuel
consumption per tonne transported. In addition,
in accordance with recent international shipping
laws, these vessels are now required to use
low-sulphur fuel or install sulphur scrubbers to reduce
sulphur emissions.
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• Given the production of hematite iron ore for export
does not involve extensive processing, rather just
crushing and sizing, the power draw on Mount Gibson’s
sites is relatively low. However, there are a number of
smaller power efficiency or equipment replacement
options that are under consideration for GHG emission
reductions at Mount Gibson’s operating sites. Examples
include solar power generation and improved power
distribution and management.
Beyond this, as Mount Gibson looks to acquire additional
mining projects, it will assess the value impact of climate
change risks as part of any acquisition process. It is
possible that decisions around future projects might
include commodities that have greater demand as the
world transitions to a low carbon future.

Risk management
The Board, Operational Risk & Sustainability Committee,
and the Audit and Financial Risk Committee, together with
management, all are responsible for identifying, assessing
and managing the impact of climate change risks.
Management has identified the risks in Table 1 (on the
following page) as representing the key climate change
risks impacting Mount Gibson.

Metrics
Mount Gibson is assessing opportunities to reduce its
carbon footprint but also to invest in initiatives that support
the overall objective of global transition to a low carbon
future. Mount Gibson discloses its Scope 1 and Scope 2
emissions in this Sustainability Report.

Table 1 – Climate Change Risks
Transitional Risks

Risk Detail

Mitigation And Opportunities

Regulatory changes

Policy and regulatory changes capping emissions may increase
operational costs. It is possible that these changes may be
introduced within the next 5 years.

Mount Gibson will continue to work with relevant industry bodies to ensure that any proposed
regulatory framework is workable.
The Company is focussed on continuing to reduce its GHG emissions.
Mount Gibson will make investment decisions in respect of future projects taking into account
the risks of climate change and a forecasted carbon price impact.

Reduced product
demand

Demand for particular grades of iron ore may change if market
demand shifts, for example, as a result of the introduction
of climate change regulations directly impacting the steel
manufacturing sector in China.

Mount Gibson’s ore reserves at its Koolan Island operation are high grade having an average
iron ore content of approximately 65% Fe. Higher grade iron ore products require fewer GHG
emissions in the process of steel making and so will continue to have strong demand.
Mount Gibson is also assessing diversification options beyond iron ore to other commodities
where demand may increase as the global economy moves towards lower GHG emissions.

Reputational damage Mount Gibson may experience reputational damage if
Mount Gibson has not set voluntary emissions intensity targets but is considering supporting
stakeholders consider that it is not responding adequately to
external initiatives that are consistent with transitioning to a lower carbon environment.
climate change risks. This may impact the Company’s investment
profile in the market.
Legal risks

Directors have a responsibility to manage and disclose climate
change risks relating to the business. Failure to do so may result
in third party litigation by shareholder activists or enforcement by
regulatory groups. There is growing community expectation that
companies will take steps to reduce their GHG emissions.

Mount Gibson needs to make sure it takes all reasonable actions to manage its climate
change risks and to be transparent in respect of its strategy towards managing climate
change impacts.

Increasing operating
costs

Increased maintenance costs, increased insurance premiums,
more resilient infrastructure, and increased shipping costs to
reduce GHG have resulted in higher operating costs.

Mount Gibson’s understanding that additional industry wide operating costs will ultimately be
partially or wholly reflected in the iron ore and other commodity prices.

Physical Risks

Risk Detail

Mitigation And Opportunities

Increased severity
of extreme weather
events

Increased severity of extreme weather events including cyclones,
flooding and bushfires may cause material damage to assets
leading to operational disruptions, impacts to production rates
and increased costs associated with asset repair, and loss
of revenue.

Mount Gibson’s port and mine infrastructure at Koolan Island have been built to a standard
that is capable of withstanding extreme weather events such as cyclones.
Cyclone management plans are in place.
Mount Gibson’s port and mine infrastructure in the Mid West and Geraldton Port have been
built to a standard that is expected to be resilient to adverse weather conditions.
The Main Pit at Koolan Island is subject to flooding during adverse weather events. Pumping
equipment is available to respond to those circumstances and the return of the site to normal
operational status is typically prompt.

Rising seas levels

Sea level rise has the potential to cause material damage to port
infrastructure.

Mount Gibson’s port infrastructure at Koolan Island and Geraldton Port is understood to be
capable of withstanding adverse weather events based on its current design criteria.
There is a risk that compliance with existing engineering codes and standards provides
insufficient resilience for future extreme weather events.
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People
The capable and skilled team at Mount
Gibson makes a significant contribution to
the Company’s success through its ongoing
commitment to safety, operating responsibly
and upholding the values of the MGX Way.
As at 30 June 2021, Mount Gibson employed 356 people
across all sites and the Perth corporate office including 12
trainees. When the Extension Hill and Iron Hill operations
concluded, most employees from the site were redeployed
to the Shine project, also in the Mid West region.
Following the early transition of Shine into care and
maintenance in October 2021, the majority of our
Shine employees accepted roles at the Koolan Island
Operations. Mount Gibson is confident that in the current
resources sector climate, all other employees and
contractors would be successfully employed elsewhere.
A small team remains at Shine to oversee basic site care
and maintenance.

Diversity
Mount Gibson’s workforce has remained stable, with an
ongoing commitment to provide training and employment
opportunities for local and Aboriginal people across
all operations. In 2020/21, our workforce included
45 Aboriginal people representing 12.4% of the Team.
Of these, seven people are completing a range of
traineeships at Koolan Island. A further five trainees are
employed at Koolan Island. Traineeships are designed to
provide entry level positions for employees to gain mining
industry experience and develop transferable skills and
qualifications that can also be used in other industries.
Our trainees are employed as dump truck operators,
planners, tyre fitters, surveyors and administrators.

Mount Gibson maintains a target of at least 20% female
employees across the Company. For the 2020/21 year,
the number of female employees remained at 59
representing 16.6% of the team, down from 19.2% in
the previous year. Following a number of changes to
managerial and executive positions over the past year,
the number of women in Mount Gibson’s executive or
senior management roles decreased from six to five,
with women now occupying 21.7% of executive or senior
management roles.

30.0%
20.9%
21.7%
17.9%

18.8%

19.2%
17.5%

16.6%

Employees by site
Koolan Island
262

Shine
43

40
Perth Office

17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21

11
Geraldton Port

Executive and senior
management roles
held by females

17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21

Female
employees

KI Operator, Jessika Glasgow, and Workplace Health &
Fitness officer Alex Read.
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Local employment
Mount Gibson continues to offer employment opportunities
to local residents in our areas of operation. During the
period, we experienced good engagement from local
Kimberley residents seeking employment opportunities
at Koolan Island. The presence of our recruitment office in
Broome provides an easily accessible contact point that
has assisted in connecting with prospective employees
and onboarding new recruits.
Maximising the number of employees residing in the
regions in which Mount Gibson’s operations has long
been a key objective of the Company. This approach
again helped the Company to achieve a comparatively
high proportion of regionally-based personnel during
the reporting period. In the Mid-West, approximately
29% of employees lived in the surrounding region,
while approximately 26% of Koolan Island employees lived
in the Kimberley region.

Supporting future mining leaders
Goldfields Environmental Group Award
At the May 2021 Environmental Conference
hosted by the Goldfields Environmental
Management Group, Mount Gibson’s Koolan
Island Senior Environmental Advisor, Steph
Marjanovich, was awarded the Best Abstract for
her presentation on the successful capture and
relocation of marine fauna from the Koolan Island
Main Pit. The Board and Management of Mount
Gibson congratulate Steph on her award and her
hard work throughout the year.

Since 2014, Mount Gibson has sponsored two
scholarships through the Western Australian
Mining Club. These scholarships are awarded to
high-achieving University students in mining and
resources disciplines to encourage students to
continue their tertiary studies. This also supports
the sustainability of talent within the sector and
development of the next generation of leaders.
The Company was delighted this year to be providing
scholarships to two young people pursuing careers in
mining. Emma Hodges received the scholarship for a
Female Student in a Technical Discipline in the Mining
Sector and Roland van Zwol received the scholarship
for a Resource Related Engineering Discipline.
Both Emma and Roland, pictured below, have visited
the Mount Gibson offices during the year and have
spent valuable time with staff in a range of roles to
further their understanding of the sector. The team
at Mount Gibson wishes both Emma and Roland all
the best for the ongoing studies and looks forward to
seeing their careers unfold.

One in four of Mount
Gibson’s employees lived
in the regions around the
Company’s operations.
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Employee health and wellbeing

Employee health programs

Our people are our greatest asset – each and every
employee makes a valuable contribution to the success of
the Company and in return, we strive to ensure a healthy,
safe and rewarding workplace.

On-site programs have been designed to enhance the
health of our workforce and encourage healthy lifestyles
and increased activity levels. Some of the highlights of this
year’s health programs include:

Response to COVID-19

• A flu vaccination campaign available to all Koolan
Island personnel,
• A six-week ‘Step To Your Health’ challenge where
Koolan Island participants completed a total of
16,084,206 steps (300km each) with prizes issued to the
top teams,
• In-cab ergonomic assessments undertaken with
production crews to improve cabin comfort,
• Ergonomic assessments conducted within office
environments with standing soft mats implemented,
• Manual handling presentations and coaching sessions
for identified at-risk work groups, and
• Appointment of a Safety and Support Services
Superintendent and an Acting Safety and Support
Services Manager to lead on-site safety and
health programs.

Since early 2020, the COVID-19 global pandemic has
necessitated significant and evolving responses by
industry and government to slow the transmission rate of
the virus, including periodic restrictions on the movement
of people into and within Australia, and strict social
distancing requirements.
These restrictions, in particular the interstate border and
quarantine restrictions, reduced the availability of skilled
fly-in-fly-out (FIFO) personnel and resulted in disruption
and increased costs to Mount Gibson’s operating activities.
Mount Gibson maintains a range of general site and
travel protocols to reduce the risk of virus transmission
and stands ready to respond promptly in the event of any
escalation of government restrictions. The Company’s
personnel have responded positively to changing
circumstances throughout the pandemic and no
instances of COVID-19 were reported at any Mount Gibson
workplaces during the reporting period.

Leading Hand Basil Sibosado and Shotcrete Operator Brian Godfrey
warming up and stretching at pre-start.
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In Geraldton, the port team members were
encouraged to increase their daily activity levels
by riding or walking instead of driving. During
their Ride to Work phase, the team was offered
the use of a hired e-bike from the local bike shop,
to ride to work and use on days off.

Geraldton Operator,
Corey Marsden-Bradford

Modern slavery
Modern slavery is a growing and complex problem
that requires collaboration of businesses to eradicate.
Modern slavery involves servitude or forced labour,
trafficking in persons, forced marriage, forced labour,
child labour and exploitation.
The Board of Mount Gibson is committed to reducing the
risk of modern slavery within its own business and those
of its suppliers.
Based on risk assessments, enhanced modern slavery
recognition in the Company’s governance documents,
ongoing education, responses to supplier questionnaires,
and general support and acceptance by suppliers of
modern slavery clauses in supply contracts, the Company
has not identified any modern slavery practices in Mount
Gibson’s operations, and management has no reason to
believe that any of its suppliers will have as well.
However, Mount Gibson recognises that it is still quite
distant from the operations of some of its contractors and
suppliers and greater visibility is required. Theoretically,
without adequate controls, there may potentially be risk
areas around shipping, financial investments, labour
hire workforce, corporate facilities management and
manufacture of personal protective equipment.
Mount Gibson will continue to assess the effectiveness of
the actions it has undertaken in identifying and managing
modern slavery risks. Mount Gibson will work with its
suppliers in risk areas and make changes if required to
improve its approach towards managing risks in this area.

Members of the Koolan Island Emergency Response Team

Emergency response
Given the remote locations of Mount Gibson’s operations,
our Emergency Response Teams (ERTs) play a vital
role in responding to emergency incidents. Every year,
our emergency services officers and ERTs plan for and
practise a range of scenarios to ensure sites are able to
respond in the event of a serious event.
During 2020/21, an aviation emergency exercise was
conducted in conjunction with Aviair and Qantas at
Koolan Island, and the Royal Flying Doctor Service
conducted training flights using the new aerodrome.

Ten of our ERT members successfully completed their
Certificate II in Emergency Medical Services, which
further equips them to support our workforce.

More detailed information about the Company’s
management of risks around modern slavery is detailed in
its Modern Slavery Statement lodged in December 2021.

The Kimberley region of Western Australia experiences
occasional tropical cyclones during the summer months.
Ahead of the 2020/21 cyclone season, the team at
Koolan Island updated the Cyclone Season Preparedness
Plan and inspected and re-certified the cyclone shelters
on the island. Fortunately, the site was not impacted by
any cyclones during the year.
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Community
Mount Gibson has contributed more than $1.5 billion to the Australian economy over the past five years including procuring goods and services locally,
employing hundreds of Western Australians and investing in regional community projects.

Investing in our community

Disaster relief

Local communities

In 2020/21, Mount Gibson contributed more $405m to
the Australian economy through supplier payments, taxes,
royalties, community contributions, wages and employee
benefits, bringing the Company’s total contributions to over
$1.5 billion from 2016/17 onwards.

In Western Australia during 2020/21 two major natural
disasters impacted the state. The Wooroloo Bushfire in the
rural region to the northeast of Perth, resulted in the loss
of 86 homes, extensive damage to hundreds more houses,
buildings and essential services, and over 10,000 hectares
of bushland being burnt in addition, Tropical Cyclone Seroja
carved a path of destruction across 133,000km2 from the
coast at Kalbarri and across 16 local government areas
in Western Australia. Mount Gibson contributed $20,000
to each of the appeals for these disasters, coordinated by
the City of Perth’s Lord Mayor’s Distress Relief Fund. None
of Mount Gibson’s operations were directly impacted by
these incidents.

Mount Gibson contributed $245,000 in direct community
investments to a range of organisations primarily focussed
on young people and education – which are the two areas
of focus identified by the Company as the target of our
community support programs.

Providing opportunities for local and Western
Australian-owned businesses to supply goods and
services to Mount Gibson sites ensures that the benefits
of mining are shared more broadly within the State.
During the year the Company made payments of $311m to
Australian suppliers, with 86.2% of this spend in Western
Australia. A further $28.9m in government royalties and
$4.3m in taxes was paid during the year.

$405.0m
$378.3m
$305.2m
$253.0m

Millions

$175.2m

2016/17

2017/18

Wages, employee benefits,
community investments
and biodiversity offsets
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2018/19

2019/20

Taxes and
royalties

2020/21

Contractor and
supplier payments
(Australian)
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Derby Clontarf Academy Employment Forum

As part of our investment in young people and education,
we continued our long term partnerships with school
engagement programs including the Clontarf Foundation
Academies in Derby, Broome and Geraldton; the Girls
Academy program in Derby and Broome; and the Shine
Girls Program in Geraldton.

Community Benefit Funds
Through Community Benefits Funds (CBFs) hosted
by the Shires of Perenjori and Yalgoo, Mount
Gibson invested a further $343,000 as part of our
commitment to sharing the benefits of our Mid West
Operations.
These CBFs enable communities to receive funding
for locally-identified priority projects and initiatives. In
2020/21, funding was provided to -

Unveiling the HeartKids service truck, sponsored by Mount Gibson and
Plantman, before its departure for the Shine mine site.

A new partnership was established with the Shooting Stars
girls’ engagement program in 2019/20 and the Company
was delighted to expand its support for Shooting Stars
in 2020/21.
Each of these partnerships is focussed on providing
opportunities for students in our areas of operation, and
supporting students to engage in school then transition to
further training or employment. During the year, members of
the Mount Gibson team were actively involved with these
programs. Highlights included –
• Geraldton Clontarf students making an overnight visit to
Extension Hill to experience all aspects of the mining life,
• Senior Clontarf students conducting a football coaching
clinic at Perenjori Primary School,
• Mount Gibson staff participating in Clontarf Employment
Forums in Geraldton, Derby and Broome, and
• Mount Gibson staff attending the Girls Academy
Graduation Ceremony in Broome.

Our Koolan Island community investment program provided
support for many local community groups and events
including the annual Mowanjum Festival, Derby District
High School, Derby Outback Rodeo and Campdraft,
Broome Saints Football Club and the West Kimberley
Football Association.
HeartKids is focused on supporting and advocating
for all people impacted by childhood heart disease,
one of the largest causes of infant death in Australia.
Matched by our equipment hire contractor, Plantman,
Mount Gibson committed $10,000 to HeartKids in 2021.
These contributions are also being matched by other
suppliers to Mount Gibson, given the seriousness of
childhood heart disease and the valuable service
provided by HeartKids.

• Shire of Perenjori for road and community
infrastructure maintenance,
• Latham Golf and Bowling Club for the upgrade
of facilities,
• Bush Heritage Australia for an historical
showcase project,
• Perenjori Pistol Club for the upgrade of fencing
and facilities,
• Perenjori Community Resource Centre for a
Community Market Day and to upgrade IT
equipment for seniors’ training courses,
• Desert Blue Connect for a women’s health and
wellbeing event in Perenjori,
• Perenjori Playgroup to upgrade equipment,
• Perenjori P&C for the purchase of a trailer to
facilitate the Containers for Change recycling
program, and
• Perenjori & Districts Agricultural Show for
entertainment and equipment for the 2021 show.
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Strong relationships with Aboriginal
communities
Mount Gibson maintains a positive relationship through
ongoing engagement with the Traditional Owners
and local Aboriginal communities from the land
on which the Company operates. This includes the
Dambeemangarddee/Dambimangari people at our Koolan
Island Operations, the Widi Mob of the Yamatji Nation
at our Shine project, and the Badimia people for our
Mid-West mining operations at Extension Hill.

The Company is committed to genuine, open and
transparent relationships with Traditional Owners and
other Aboriginal community members in our areas of
operation. To date, we have enjoyed respectful and
mutually beneficial partnerships with these groups and
look forward to sharing our future plans as well as leaving
an enduring positive legacy in areas where are operations
have concluded.

NAIDOC celebrations on Koolan Island
Mount Gibson hosted representatives from
the Dambimangari Aboriginal Corporation
on Koolan Island for its inaugural NAIDOC
celebration. Everyone present was invited
to take part in a smoking ceremony and
traditional dancing, and share in a dinner
of crocodile burgers, emu sausages,
barramundi and crocodile pizza.

Throughout the period, Mount Gibson communicated
regularly with the Dambeemangarddee people through
the Dambimangari Aboriginal Corporation to explore and
deliver a range of social, environmental and economic
initiatives. These programs included a concerted effort to
increase employment of local people in our Koolan Island
operations, support for community events, and ongoing
support for the successful Dambimangari Rangers.
In each region of our operations, we work closely with the
Traditional Owners who provide clear guidance on areas of
cultural significance, which are to remain undisturbed by
mining activities. Due to this approach, the Company has a
detailed understanding of the heritage sites located within
and nearby its operations. At Koolan Island, the operational
areas do not contain sites of cultural significance however,
our shared understanding of local cultural heritage
ensures that high value sites elsewhere on the island are
carefully protected and or access is prohibited by Mount
Gibson personnel.
On numerous occasions during the year, the Widi Mob
visited the Shine project site to observe the mining
operation and work with Mount Gibson on implementation
of the Cultural Heritage Management Plan. Widi elders
worked directly with the Shine team to inspect and
monitor known heritage places and undertake extensive
survey work.
At Extension Hill, the Company operates within the
Ministerial consent for the operation, which includes
two Section 18 disturbance approvals for the mine pits.
Prior to any site disturbance, cultural monitors from the
Badimia group have undertaken on-ground survey and
clearance work.
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Donny Woolagoodja (Elder), Matt Martin (singer), Janet Oobagooma (Elder).

Celebrating NAIDOC Week on Koolan Island.
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Governance
As at 30 June 2021, the Company had six
Directors. All are Non-Executive Directors,
including the Chairman.
The Company’s Board is committed to protecting and
enhancing shareholder value and conducting the
Company’s business ethically and in accordance with
high standards of corporate governance. The Company
believes that its practices are substantially consistent
with the ASX Corporate Governance Council’s Corporate
Governance Principles and Recommendations (4th edition)
and will continue to adapt its governance practices
to be consistent with them and make changes as
appropriate, having regard to the nature and scale of the
Company’s business.
The Board meets at least six times each year, and full Board
meetings are usually held every two months. The Board
has established an Audit and Financial Risk Management
Committee; a Nomination, Remuneration and Governance
Committee; a Contracts Committee; and an Operational
Risk and Sustainability Committee (ORSC).
The ORSC is primary responsibility for overseeing the
Company’s sustainability actions and was established to
enhance the risk management process for the Company
in respect of operational matters. The ORSC is currently
comprised of Russell Barwick (Chair of this Committee),
Paul Dougas and Simon Bird. The ORSC has a formal
charter and usually meets at least four times during a
financial year.
The Company’s full Corporate Governance Statement,
including further details of Board Directors and
Committees, is published on the Mount Gibson website.
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Policies

Whistleblower policy

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Company’s Whistleblower Policy reflects the
Board’s commitment to fostering a culture of honest
and ethical behaviour, corporate compliance and good
corporate governance.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anti-Bribery and Corruption Policy
Audit and Financial Risk Committee Charter
Board Charter
Board Code of Conduct
Conflict of Interest Policy
Constitution
Continuous Disclosure and ASX Announcements Policy
Contracts Committee Charter
Diversity Policy
Employee Code of Conduct
External Audit Policy
Induction Procedures for New Board Appointees
Modern Slavery Policy
Nomination Remuneration and Governance
Committee Charter
Operational Risk and Sustainability Committee Charter
Policy on Key Management Personnel Dealing
in Securities
Privacy Policy
Procedure for Selection and Appointment of
Non-Executive Directors
Remuneration Policy
Shareholder Communication Policy
Whistleblower Policy

This Policy applies to current and former directors,
all employees, suppliers, contractors, employees of
contractors, tenderers or any other person who has
business dealings with the Company.
Under this Policy, the Company encourages the reporting
of any instances of suspected unethical, illegal, fraudulent
or undesirable conduct involving the Company’s
businesses and provides protections and measures so that
those persons who make a report may do so confidentially
and without fear of intimidation, disadvantage or reprisal.
Under this Policy, a person may report a matter to any
of the Company’s Protective Disclosure Officers, being
the Company Secretary & General Counsel, the Chief
Operating Officer or the Chief Financial Officer. A person
may also raise any Reportable Conduct with any Director,
office or senior manager or executive within the Company.
The Company’s Whistleblower Policy is published on the
Mount Gibson website.

Koolan Island Main Pit.

Contact us
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Fax: +61 8 9485 2305
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